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Protect the environment and reduce 
waste by repairing instead of replacing!

Nearly 1.2 tonnes of CO2 is emitted for every 1000 kg of 
packed float glass produced – that’s more than the weight 
of the glass itself going up in smoke! 

Through technology we are able to provide glass 
restoration solutions that not just 
save the cost but environment too.

Did You Know?

GLASS POLISH INDIA LIMITED 
We care and repair...

In today’s world, everyone loves to live in a clean & uber chic environment. Societies increasingly 
need finest residential, social and commercial infrastructure with hitech amenities and efficient 
systems. Appealing exterior and flawless interior is one of the key factors in success of any dwell-
ing concept, be it a short time spend in a car or living in an apartment or working in a business 
park. 

GPIL business domains are well suited for meeting these needs, and we recognize that we have 
a social responsibility to offer solutions through our products and services. That is our mission at 
GPIL. 

Based on our medium-term management plan, which provides a basic framework for the compa-
ny’s business activities, we are making rapid progress and accelerating our growth. Furthermore, 
we are striving to make GPIL a leading glass care and repair company in India by leveraging the 
company’s global knowledge and technology resources, and by encouraging every team member 
to maximize his or her potential. 

Since the start, we have conducted all business dealings with high ethical standards and has 
built relationships based on trust with its internal and external people. 

At present we are a company with nearly 300 people, our strong employee centric approach  
makes us a people friendly organisation and a great place to work. Over the next 50 years, all of 
us at the GPIL look forward to contributing to societies worldwide through leading-edge technol-
ogies and superior services. Our services are at the heart of modern living and lifestyle; they are 
not just cost effective infact they play a beneficial role in addressing some of the major environ-
mental challenges of today’s era. That’s why we say we care and repair.

Welcome To

Aashish Gadkari

We are a global brand trusted worldwide, offering finest glass repair and restoration services to Automotive, 
Residential, Commercial, Construction, Marine and Public Transport sector.

About Us

CORE PURPOSE

To provide our clients and community an environment friendly affordable solution; to deal with 
problems related to wear and tear of glass, with continous innovation and perfection.

CORE VALUES

Loyalty & team work, Respect for individuals, No bullying, Innovation & 
Perfection, CSR. Our core values clarify who we are and what we stand for.  

They guide our business relationships and practices, our decision making, 
and our work.

BHAG (BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOAL)

Become pioneer in product sales & application in 
automotive, marine, aerospace and commercial 

sector with the employee strength of more than 
10,000 by 2030.

GPIL established its first office and commenced business operations in 2007. Since then, the company has 
been setting up its service network across India. Worldwide, the Glass Polish Group has presence in more 
than 10 countries on 4 continents and is actively expanding its global footprint.

Since its founding, we have been at the forefront of developing some of the most advanced glass repair and 
restoration processes. Based on our global know-how and by continually taking on challenges and pursu-
ing innovations, we have applied leading-edge technologies and provided unrivalled services that exceed 
customer expectations and meet the needs of society. Today we are not just a pioneer but also a leader in 
glass polishing and car detailing services to automotive sector. We are offering specialized glass polishing 
and restoration services to automotive, residential, commercial, construction and other industries.

Contributing 
to society, industry 
and people’s lives through 
leading-edge technologies 
and superior services.

Services We Offer
WINDSHIELD POLISHING

HEADLIGHT RESTORATION

WINDSHIELD SCRATCH REPAIR

WINDSHIELD CHIP & CRACK REPAIR

ALLOY WHEEL CLEANING & POLISHING

SILENCER COATING

CAR PEST CONTROL

INSTANT VEHICLE SANITIZER

Cars are the most precious possessions, and inseparable part of our life. At times, cars are regarded as 
"better halves" as they represent personal reputation and image. Nonetheless, due to the daily usage, 
cars are exposed to various contaminants and wear & tear which cause the car condition to deterio-
rate day by day and look dull. As a result, timely maintenance and regular detailing of car is the only 
solution to lengthen its lifespan.

With our exclusive car detailing services you can get rid of the unpleasant blemishes and regain your 
car’s original gloss; needless to say, at an affordable cost.

In addition to car detailing we also rectify windhsield problems like wiper marks, water spots, salt 
deposition, rainbow reflection, light diffraction, dull glass and oil & grease stains. 

Clear vision, safe driving.

Automotive

Services We Offer
GLASS POLISHING

GLASS CHIPS AND SHELLS REPAIR

GRAFFITI & SCRATCHES REMOVAL

LIMESCALE, SALT DEPOSITS AND STAINS REMOVAL

The use of wide expanses of glass in modern, energy-efficient commercial architecture is very common 
these days. We see them almost everywhere from business parks to high street shopping outlets, malls 
and other commercial properties. The use of glass in architecture has several advantages. They are 
basically used to allow natural light enter the building even if it is closed.

Though it tends to be advantageous compared to other construction materials, but with advantages 
come various challenges too. If not maintained with care it may burn a hole in your pocket due to its 
high replacement cost.

We are experts in maintaining & retaining glass, and globally serve some of the world's biggest retail 
chains like Mc Donalds, BurgerKing, Dominos and many more. Our glass care services and repair 
solutions will help you save huge on glass replacement costs in your commercial project.

Spotless exteriors.

Commercial

Services We Offer
GLASS POLISHING

METAL & STAINLESS STEEL POLISHING

GRINDER & WELDER SPLATTER REMOVAL

LIMESCALE, SALT DEPOSITS AND STAINS REMOVAL

In today’s modern construction scenario large glass surfaces are more and more used. Glass as a build-
ing material is quite a delicate subject because damage to the surface (not structural) such as scratch-
es, incisions, grout spots, grinder and welder splatters are practically unavoidable during such a long 
construction process. In addition to damage occurred at the building site, there are other potential 
sources of damage such as careless logistics, cleaning, ageing and vandalism etc.

Few years back glass replacement was the only solution for these damages but today with advent of 
modern techniques it is possible to save the replacement cost with an affordable repair and restora-
tion procedure.

GPIL is experts in glass repair & care, globally our solutions are used by some of the biggest retail giants
like McDonalds, Dominos, Burger King, D&G and many more. 

Scratchless structures.

Construction

Services We Offer
GLASS AND METAL POLISHING

GLASS CHIPS AND SHELLS REPAIR

SWIRLS AND SCRATCH REMOVAL

LIMESCALE, SALT DEPOSITS AND STAINS REMOVAL

Out of all the materials out there, glass is already used in most of our homes. The use of glass in 
modern architecture and home decor is rarely thought of as decorative and is thought to be more 
utilitarian. Glass can come in several forms from glazing, to counter tops and decorative walls to 
tables, chairs, mirrors… the list goes on and on of glass furnishings that we use daily in our dwellings.

Although it adds to the beauty of our houses but maintaining the glass has never been easier. Glass 
Polish India Limited has vast experience in not just caring but repairing the damaged and scratched 
glass in homes too.

Have you had your glass cleaned? Cleaning damage on household glass is the most common cause of 
damage!

Chic interiors.

Residential

Services We Offer
GLASS SCRATCH AND PLEXIGLASS REPAIRLIMESCALE, SALT DEPOSITS AND STAIN REMOVAL

Is it wise to spend money and time in removing and resealing the watertight marine glass when you 
can simply repair it without removing it and that too at a fraction of the replacement cost?

When considering yacht glass restoration services, it goes without saying that you should call in the 
help of a specialist. Glass restoration is not a service provided by all glass suppliers, so it is imperative 
to pick a company that solely specialises in this area to ensure the best service for plexiglass.

Our team of glass restoration specialists has years of experience in glass care, repair and restoration. 
In some of our glass restoration projects our clients have saved nearly 60-80% of the cost of glass 
replacement.

Marine

Etched and color spray graffiti and scratches is a big problem for the modern public transport like AC 
buses, metro trains and monorail. It is an eyesore for the commuters and a big pain for management.

Graffiti, however it is caused, not only ruins the look of the vehicle, in many cases it leaves the commut-
ers feeling uncomfortable due to unpleasant and offensive words and sentences written by vandals.

All this can be solved with our cost effective and time saving glass repair solutions.

Services We Offer
SCRATCH & GRAFFITI REMOVAL

WINDSHIELD CHIP & CRACK REPAIR

WINDSHIELD POLISHING

HEADLIGHT RESTORATION

FLEET PEST CONTROL

Public Transport

Safe driving, happy customers.

Compare to Benchmarks 
& Best Practices

Recommend Actions
and Improvements

Identify Gaps in
Performance

Implement Recommended 
Improvements

Analyze Operations

Our Service Strategy

Our Certifications & Affiliations

Our Proprietary Products

GLASS POLISH RENOVATION SYSTEM™

INSTANT VEHICLE SANITIZER™

AUTO PEST CONTROL™

ORGO CLEAN UP™

CLEAN SHIELD™

HEADLIGHT RESTORATION SYSTEM™

ENGINE MOTO COAT™ 

RAT REPELLANT™

CAR BEAUTIFICATION SPA™ 

O-CIDE™

Leadership

Team
NITIN P DESHMUKH
President
Nitin Deshmukh has over 20 years of experience 
in leading and scaling up corporations in various 
industries primarily automobile applications, 
medical & healthcare. He has served several 

multi-million dollar turnover corporations in India. As the President of 
Glass Polish India Ltd, he is responsible for the successful operations and 
management of the company. He helped pioneer business models and 
launched several services which are considered India’s firsts in car 
detailing application till date. He nurtured GPIL from grass root level and 
grew the revenues by more than 300%.

He is a B.Sc (Chemistry) from Mumbai University and holds a DBM as 
well. He is a man with ‘never get tired’ attitude that’s why he's always on 
the go, trying to experiment new things.

PARESH CHAVAN

Paresh Prabhakar Chavan joined the Glass Polish 
India Ltd around 3 years back as a Business 
Development Manager and later on got promoted 
to as All India Operations Head in 2015. He is a 

bachelor of commerce from Mumbai University and also holds a diploma 
certificate in IATA. Prior to joining GPIL he was working with the Essae-Ter-
aoka Pvt. Ltd.

He is a sportsman at heart and spends most of his leisure time playing 
basket ball.

All India Head - Operations

KRISHNA MURTHY
CEO

Krishna Murthy joined Glass Polish India Ltd in 
2015 to help transform the company during a 
time of significant change in the services industry; 
change that was brought on by the cost impera-

tives of clients on the one hand, and substantial and rapid developments 
in service industry on the other hand. Since joining Glass Polish India Ltd, 
he has instigated a strategy of helping clients renew their existing 
landscapes to fundamentally drive down costs using automation, and at 
the same time bring breakthrough innovation that transforms user and 
consumer experiences, opens new business opportunities and new 
business models, and leverages data in entirely new ways by adopting 
latest technologies.

Prior to joining Glass Polish India Ltd, Krishna Murthy served/serving as a 
Chief Mentor to several entrepreneurs around the world including key 
mentor of Govt of Maharashtra’s Department of Higher and Technical 
Education initiatives. He is a visionary and a born motivator.

AASHISH GADKARI
Executive Director
From a small start-up with two employees to building 
a professional company with nearly 300 employees 
and operations across India is not a cake walk, but 
with determination, and inspiration from his father; 

Ashish Gadkari made it possible in just a few years. He believes that a 
company should not just care about its shareholders and customers, but it 
should also take good care of its employees and should ensure that none of its 
business processes have any adverse effect on environment. He is a commerce 
graduate from Somaiya College of Commerce and holds a diploma in Oracle. 

KISHOR SHANKAR GADKARI
Director of The Company

Mr. Kishor Shankar Gadkari is serving as managing 
director of the company since the day we started the 
company and commenced its operations in Mumbai. 
He is a practicing CA with degrees namely B.Com,  

LLB, FCA DTM (BOM) in his credit. His strong business acumen, meticulous 
financial analysis and efficient management skills have helped the company 
to reach where it is today.  His vision for the business coupled with concern for 
the society is an inspiration for all of us to draw.

2000

2007

2008

2009

2010

2015

2016

Aashish Gadkari formed a car detail-
ing company.

After nearly 7 years of operations 
his company tied up with its 

current principal - Glass Polish UK.

GPIL was appointed as approved 
vendor for TATA Motors India.

GPIL was appointed as approved 
vendor for HONDA CARS India.

GPIL started penetrating in other 
parts of the country and launched 
its pan India operations. 

Glass Polish India Ltd becomes first Ltd 
company; in its industry, to receive an ISO 

9001:2008 certification, in India.

Ten Product/Service Trademark 
Registrations with Govt of India.

Glass Polish India Ltd becomes first 
Indian Ltd company to receive 
membership of IDA - International 
Detailing Association.

Company Timeline

505, CTS No. 977, RNA Business Point, Chembur East, Mumbai - 400 071.
022-65291424 / 1800 120 9676

info@glasspolishindia.com
www.glasspolishindia.com

Thank You


